
Can you keep a secret? Luckily for you, we can’t. 
Columbia is home to everlasting namesakes and new explorers who 
are welcomed like family. It’s a city that doesn’t keep secrets. Or 

does it?       It’s time to find out.       We ordered from unofficial menus. 
We pretended we were cool to fit in with local celebrities. We dug 
through archives of documents at least twice our age. Some of the facts 
we unearthed will remind you of things you once knew while others will 
introduce your jaw to the floor.       Secret shots, a Hugh Hefner expert, 
Shakespeare’s former identity and the Red Hot Chili Peppers — flip through 
our Instagrams to find out how these connections fit into CoMo’s history. 
Then scroll through our specially crafted website VoxMagazine.com/
LittleKnownSecrets to discover even more. Spill your new knowledge to 
friends and far-away family about how surprising a Midwestern town really 
can be.      We found out the secrets of the past and present. The forgotten 
memories and the unexpected surprises. And now we are giving them back 
to the city that holds them all.

Columbia’s 
little-known 

Secrets
The hidden side of our fair city
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The Six Weirdest Flavors:

1. Chocolate-covered cicada: You might 
recall the cicadas found by Sparky’s  
employees and then boiled and covered 
in brown sugar and milk chocolate. A 
public health official asked them to stop 
serving the insect-inspired treat shortly 
after its June 1, 2011 release.
2. Red bean: Sparky’s Executive Ice 
Cream Chef Andrew Wilcox says the 
shop was going for a Japanese dessert 
vibe. Despite the seemingly odd fusion of 
sweet and savory, he says it was delish.
3. Wasabi: This flavor went surprisingly 
well with chocolate. Special enzymes 
in the dairy prevented the heat of the 
wasabi from being unbearable.
4. Chocolate-covered potato chips: Ice 
cream chefs dipped ridged chips in hot 
fudge. Of the weirdest flavors, this was 
the most popular.  
5. Curry: For this Asian concoction, 
a homemade red curry sauce was 
combined with regular ice cream mix 
to replace the rice that curry is normally 
served with.
6. Hot sauce: Sparky’s created a series 
of hot sauce flavors, including Sriracha, 
Tabasco and cayenne.
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Sparky’s has the fix for your strangest cravings. 
Everyone knows Sparky’s went go-big-or-go-home with its infamous cicada flavor in 
2011. And everyone knows the Sparky’s mascot is a bulldog statue that resides on 
Ninth Street’s sidewalk. But there’s much more to Sparky’s than fake animals and 
edible insects. So, Vox asked Sparky’s for the secret scoop on its forgotten flavors. 
+MH

The Best Requests: 

Sparky’s has a flavor request box posted 
just inside the entrance. Wilcox popped 
it open just for us, and he shared with 
us the best of what he found inside. If 
a request is feasible (or funny), Sparky’s 
will post it on the refrigerator in the 
office. The banana pancake as well as 
the bacon and Nutella flavor were both 
inspired by the shop’s request box.

1. Tiger’s blood: Unsurprisingly, this is 
a fan favorite around Tiger Nation. Go 
Mizzou?
2. Doritos Locos Tacos, Cool Ranch: This 
is a reference the Taco Bell dish that uses 
Doritos instead of regular taco shells.
3. Sweat: Self-explanatory. Yum.
4. Loko: Because who wouldn’t want an 
alcoholic energy drink and ice cream all 
in one?
5. Blood of your enemies: You don’t want 
to cross paths whoever requested this 
flavor.
6. Your parent’s disappointment: This is 
one of the most common requests.
7. Bonemallow: A hybrid of bone marrow 
and marshmallow 
8. Snozzberries: Willy Wonka, anyone? 

Several local watering holes have secret shots 
reserved for those in the know.
 
Drink up, Columbia. Shots around town can seem pretty standard — most bars 
have a list about 40 deep, and they all land around 4 bucks. But catch the right 
bartender at one of these local nightlife hot spots, and you just might be able to 
order a below-the-rabar concoction. +AST

THE BAR THE SHOT THE INGREDIENTS
Bengal’s

Bengal’s

Campus Bar & Grill

Campus Bar & Grill

Prairie Fire

Orangesicle

Fruit Loops

Bomb Pop

Tequila, Tabasco

RumChata cream liqueur, Irish 
cream, orange juice

RumChata cream liqueur, 
Three Olives Loopy vodka

Blue Curaçao liqueur, grenadine, 
lemon vodka, lemonade

The FieldHouse Riptide Rush Blue Curaçao liqueur, grape 
vodka, DeKuyper apple pucker, 
grenadine, sour mix

The Heidelberg Brick House Captain Morgan rum, peach 
schnapps, amaretto, sour mix, 
grenadine

MU hired the first woman to lead a land-grant 
university in the country. Barbara Uehling was 
selected as MU’s third chancellor and 17th chief 
executive officer in 1978.  Women were admitted 
to MU for the first time in 1868, almost 30 years 
after the university opened. (Who run the world?) 
+AS

Clothes lines are banned in Columbia, but you can 
still hang clothes to dry on a fence. +KQ

MU played its 
first football 
game on 
Thanksgiving 
Day in 1890 
against 
Washington 
University. 
The Tigers got 
gobbled 28–0.  
+ AS
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The Museum of Anthropology was into archery way 
before The Hunger Games made it cool. 

People collect strange things. The Guinness World Records features a woman with the 
largest pig collection, another with an overwhelming collection of Pikachu memorabilia 
and a man with a penchant for accumulating toasters. Add to that list one Charles E. 
Grayson, who collected archaic weaponry.

The Grayson Collection dates as far back as the 13th century and is one of the 
largest of its kind. More than 5,000 bows, arrows and works of art depicting the sport  
are permanently housed in the museum’s support center on Rock Quarry Road. Rows 
upon rows of catalogued equipment, categorized by country of origin, !ll the enormous 
temperature- and humidity-controlled warehouse. From crossbows and poison-tipped 
arrows to a quiver made out of a skinned animal turned inside out, you’ll !nd it here.

MU adopted the collection 
in 1990, Collections Manager 
Audrey Gayou says. Prior to 
his death, Grayson worked at 
MU six months every year 
curating the collection.

 “Our collections go back 
over 800 years,” Associate 
Curator Candace Sall says. 
“So we can see the change in 
technology in the di"erent 
areas. But we can also innovate. 
We can see what worked for 
one culture that they didn’t 
know in another culture and 
build better bows today.”

The cultures featured in 
the collection used dozens 
of materials to create what 
is essentially the same tool, 
Sall says. Weaponry made from bamboo, black palm, animal bone and antler were all 
constructed for the use of hunting and warfare.

Grayson began his collection and love of the sport around the age of 10, Gayou says. 
The collection is a culmination of an 88-year passion that made him the leading expert 
in archery technique and tools. He collected pieces until his death at 98.

But the collection is not just famous for its size. Bows owned by the renowned 
archer and bowyer Harry Drake are here, as are some foot bows, which are deployed 
with the feet while lying on the ground. One in the collection was used to make the 
longest shot by human power alone, which was over a mile. Why shoot an arrow with 
your feet? “To make it go farther,” Sall says. 

Behind the massive collection was a well-loved man known for his generosity and 
helping hand. “We miss him every day,” Gayou says. +AS
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Columbia has adopted 
five sister cities around 
the world. 

They are Suncheon City, South Korea 
(October 1991); Sibiu, Romania (June 
1994); Kutaisi, Republic of Georgia (April 
1997); Hakusan City (formerly Mato City), 
Japan (February 2005); and Laoshan 
District, Qingdao, Shandong Province, 
China (May 2006). Columbia Public Schools 
provide an exchange program for junior 
high school students through summer 
visits to Hakusan City, Japan. +AS

For the past seven or eight years, 
the record for fully-loaded Booche’s 
burgers (cheese, ketchup, mustard, 
onions and pickles) eaten in one sitting 
is 13. Despite sporadic requests from 
customers for a Booche’s burger-eating 
contest, the bar has no plans to host 
one. +MH 

Did you know?
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Booche’s inspired poets to create a 
literary magazine, Review La Booche.
We’ve graduated, now what? That’s what Jerry Dethrow and his friend Bob 
Rappold were thinking in the early ’70s. Poets by craft, Dethrow and Rappold 
did something unexpected — they started a literary magazine and bought the 
billiard hall that inspired it.

They launched Review La Booche in the spring of ’76, and the pair 
purchased Booche’s that fall with a third owner, Mick Jabbour (he joined the 
magazine sta" for its second issue.) The graduated poets were looking for 
an outlet for their creativity, and the small magazine industry was robust, 
according to Dethrow.

So why name the magazine after their college hangout? “Booche’s was just 
an interesting place; there were a lot of old men who told stories,” Dethrow 
says. “It was sort of an oral tradition, and poetry is an oral tradition. The name 
Booche in French (spelled bouche) means ‘the mouth,’ so we decided it was 

too big of a 
coincidence.”

About 50 
to 70 pages 
each, the issues 
included original 
poetry, short 
stories and 
reviews of books 
and poetry, 
along with 
the occasional 
illustration. 
They included 
work from poet 
Richard Eberhart 
and artist Frank 
Stack, among 
others.

In the 
beginning, the 
three-man sta" 
traveled to 

Midwestern libraries and bookstores to distribute the magazines, and friends of 
the trio spread the word. They also sold it in the billiard hall, and the magazine 
eventually landed in San Francisco’s famed City Lights Bookstore.

They charged $1.50 for the magazine, but that wasn’t the creators’ main 
concern. “We never cared if we got the money back,” says Dethrow, now a 
retired poet. 

The magazine folded in 1990 after !ve issues. However, the last issue was 
released nearly 10 years after the fourth — the !fth was an unexpected encore. 
Although Dethrow would have liked to have released it on a more consistent 
basis, life happens, and the publishing trio did what it could.

A literary magazine run out of a pool hall is uncommon, Dethrow says. But 
then again, Booche’s is far from ordinary. Will a similar publication ever pop up 
in Booche’s again now that Dethrow no longer owns the restaurant? “That’s for 
time to tell,” he says. +AST
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An MU professor is an expert on the life of Hugh Hefner.

Much of what the public knows about Hugh Hefner is seen in the tabloids, Playboy or his show The Girls Next 
Door: scantily clad women roaming around a pristine mansion, lavish parties and a white-haired man snug in a 
robe. But MU history professor Steven Watts knows much more. In 2008, Watts published Mr. Playboy: Hugh 
Hefner and the American Dream, a biography that examines Hefner’s in!uence on modern American culture. 
Watts !ew to Los Angeles at least 20 times over the course of "ve years to work on the book. Almost six years 
since the release of Mr. Playboy, Watts spills sexy details about his experiences and getting to know the real 
Hugh Hefner. +AMT

What was one of the most surprising things about meeting Hefner?
I was expecting, from the Playboy reputation, that he would be absolutely obsessed with sex, like that would be 
99.9 percent what was going on around the mansion. But what I found was the other big passion in his life, that 
may be even bigger than sex, is the movies. At the mansion for instance, he screens movies at least four nights 
a week in the little theater that he has, and there are guests ranging from 10 to 150 who come to watch. I think 
he probably has just about every American "lm ever made.

How has Hefner influenced American culture?
He was a kind of pioneering "gure in the sexual revolution that bubbled up in the ’50s and exploded everywhere 
in the 1960s and 1970s. He was a central "gure in loosening traditional mores about sex in all kinds of ways. 
The other big area where he was in!uential was in terms of this consumer ethic. The other half of the good 
life of Hefner was not only liberated sexual relationships, but good life in terms of abundance for young men in 
particular. Dressing well, eating well, having sports cars and leading the good life in a material sense. He was 
an emblematic "gure in post-World War II American culture.
 

Poor Richard’s restaurant once 
occupied the building where 
Shakespeare’s currently sits. 
According to local lore, at the beginning of time God created light, land, the 
Missouri Tigers and Shakespeare’s Pizza. But few residents realize that some 
40 years ago (marginally after the dawn of time), 225 S. Ninth St., the current 
address of Shakespeare’s downtown, was the home of Poor Richard’s Almanac 

Restaurant. The neighborhood bar 
and eatery was named after Poor 
Richard’s Almanack — the book 
that was published yearly by Ben 
Franklin, containing a wealth of 
knowledge about everything including 
sleepwalking and the Spanish Armada.

The centuries-old namesake 
re!ected the restaurant’s traditional 
aesthetic that played a crucial role in 
its demise in 1977. “In the early 1970s, 
disco was the craze,” says Michael 
McNutt, 1975 MU grad and bartender 
at Poor Richard’s. “There were a lot 
of bars opening featuring dancing 
and disco. Poor Richard’s wasn’t very 
appealing because it didn’t have a dance 
!oor or disco lights. It also only served 
beer.”

With bars such as Harpo’s as competitors, Poor Richard’s was already 
bleeding money by 1975, and the few attempts employees made to attract more 
customers, including green beer on St. Patrick’s Day and live music, barely 
helped. But McNutt says it had a regular clientele that helped it hang on.

A substantial portion of Poor Richard’s patrons were openly gay men. In 
the 1970s in the Midwest, a place that accepted and encouraged gay customers 
was rare — even in a progressive college town. “People back then didn’t want 
to understand gay people,” McNutt says. “The gay people would come and sit 
at their tables, and they felt accepted. Occasionally, you’d get a guy who wanted 
to prove that he’s tough, and he’d say something to a gay person, but that didn’t 
happen very often.” It was a relaxed and welcoming atmosphere, he says.

Eventually, the few faithful customers weren’t enough to keep the bar 
a!oat. As destiny would have it, Shakespeare’s later claimed the space, and 
Poor Richard’s became an enigmatic, ephemeral memory that now barely exists 
outside of newspaper archives. +MH

The window pattern 
on MU’s Tucker 
Hall supposedly 
spells out “M-I-Z 
beat K-U” when it’s 
entered into an old 
computer punch 
card. Talk about 
some architectural 
school spirit! +KQ

Missouri is composed of nine wine trails divided into regions. Columbia is a part 
of the Missouri River Wine Trail, which circles from Westphalia south of Jefferson 
City, up to Columbia and around Moberly and Boonville. The Missouri Wine 
and Grape Board uncorks fun throughout the year with tastings, dinners and 
entertainment events such as live music performances. +KE 

The winemaking industry flows strong 
in Missouri. 

Missouri is the eighth largest wine producer in the country. Before Prohibition, 
the winemaking industry flourished, and the state was second in wine 
production. But when the 18th Amendment was passed, the vines were ripped 
out of the ground. In the 1960s, the industry was revived in Hermann and Rolla, 
which led to a huge boom in wineries and wine production over the past 50 
years. In the past decade alone, the number of wineries has doubled. +KE 
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The very last Marlboro 
Man, William Smith (no, 
not the Fresh Prince), 
was born and raised in 
Columbia. +HH

11

Did you know?
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For Broadway Diner, the best way to 
avoid a time-consuming and stressful 
move in 2001 was to bring along the 
whole building. 
There was a time when Broadway Diner was on Broadway. That time ended in 
2001 when the diner picked up its entire building and moved approximately a 
block from 218 E. Broadway to the current location at 22 S. Fourth Street.

The building was relocated for a simple reason: the Johnson family, who 
owns Broadway Diner, owned the building but not the land.

“The ground was sold out from underneath us,” says Dave Johnson, 
manager and son of the owner. To solve the problem, they hired a contract crew 
to remove the diner from the foundation, load it onto a trailer and drive it down 
the block.

The building sat closed in its current location for nearly three months 
before the crew laid a new foundation, added a back room and paved a parking 
lot. The move brought more foot tra!c from MU to the diner. 

“Just getting across Providence got a lot of foot tra!c from the engineering 
school and the university in general,” Johnson says. “It’s still a blue-collar diner, 
but in general there’s more of a white-collar clientele.” +HR

Broadway Diner offers 
off-menu items at night. 
Just ask if you’re feeling 
adventurous, and you might 
get a special concoction, 
such as the Veggie 
Doomwich — similar to a 
grilled cheese with green 
peppers, tomatoes and 
onions and an egg in the 
basket in the top slice of 
bread. +AMT 

Did you know?

The Museum of Anthropology displays a pair of 
8,000-year-old shoes. 

Leading o" with the right foot might be a little tricky if you’re walking around in 
8,000-year-old shoes. 

These prehistoric pieces of footwear were found in Arnold Research Cave in 
Callaway County. The shoes are in 
remarkably good condition due to the 
cave’s constant temperatures and dry 
conditions for the past 10,000 years, 
according to Michael O’Brien, dean of 
the College of Arts and Sciences.  

Around 50 individual shoes were 
found in the cave between 1950 
and 1970. Since then, colleagues at 
Louisiana State University were able 
to date the shoes. With an age range 
of 1,100 years to 8,000 years, they are 
the oldest shoes found in the U.S.  

Through more than 6,000 years, 
200 generations of people made their 
shoes out of the very same material, 
the rattlesnake master plant. 

“We would have guessed that 
people were wearing shoes, but we 
didn’t know what they looked liked,” O’Brien says. “We knew we had all of these 
shoes. A lot of them, over this long period of time, were made out of the same plant 
— that’s pretty neat.” The shoes have received notable mentions over the years, 
even garnering a shout out from Jay Leno. 

The moccasins don’t come in pairs; however, only shoes for the right or left 
foot were found. +KQ

Douglass High School owns a piece of art by 
one of the earliest prominent African-American 
artists in America. Isaac Hathaway’s bust of 
Frederick Douglass is estimated to be worth at 
least $50,000. +KE 

On July 14, 1843, the Columbia Missouri Statesman 
printed a Nuisance Ordinance of things that were 
considered a disturbance to society. 

Weirdly enough, creating a ruckus by playing cards in grocery stores was a no-no. 
Supposedly people would get into very heated arguments over losing by a jack.

Other nuisances included riding horses through town at a “furious” pace, throwing 
trash into the streets and allowing a boar hog to run wild. This is just a peek at 
Columbia’s kooky past laws. +AA 

The record high temperature for 
Dec. 5 is 74 degrees in 1998. The 
record low for Dec. 5 is -4 degrees 
in 1895. +LP 
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Looking for a hideout 
during the apocalypse? Or 
how about a place just to 
store something extremely 
large? An enormous 
underground warehouse 
named Subtera lurks 
nearby.  

Located at 2604 N. Stadium Blvd., Subtera 
is a 35,000-45,000-square feet underground 
warehouse — that’s more than two-thirds 
the size of a football !eld. Built in 2005, 
it holds all kinds of things for companies 
and groups such as MBS Textbook 
Exchange, MU and Underground Records 
Management. For con!dentiality reasons, 
descriptions of these items could not be 
released, but it’s safe to assume they are big. 
Like, really, really big. Subtera has controlled 
temperature and humidity settings, along 
with semi-truck accessibility (a rare amenity 
for these kinds of warehouses). The cost to 
store items is based upon square footage 
use per month. Subtera is one of three 
underground warehouses in the state; 
the other two are located in St. Louis and 
Kansas City. +HH

There is a Columbia 
(town, city, community or 
county) in 38 states and 
Washington, D.C. +MH

You’re Next, a horror 
film that hit theaters 
in August, was 
filmed at an ominous 
mansion on the sixth 
hole of the Columbia 
Country Club. 
A gate is being 
constructed around 
the property to 
protect it from 
curious onlookers. +HH 

Columbia gets more annual rainfall than the 
notoriously drizzly Seattle. With 42.71 inches 
per year on average, that’s 6.44 more inches 
than the Emerald City’s 36.27. +AST

Uprise Bakery offers a spicy Korean 
side dish made out of seasoned 
pickled vegetables known as Kimchi, 
which is available to add a cultural 
zest to any meal. It’s originally found 
on its Banh Mi sandwich. +SH

Bleu’s Fat Kid Sauce is half Sriracha 
and half cucumber buttermilk 
dressing. Some of the waiters 
created his blend, and it is sweet to 
the tip of the tongue but fiery in 
the back. 
Murry’s has a secret menu sandwich 
known as the Batwich. Unfortunately, 
one bite of this won’t give you 
superpowers — or will it?

22
Super Bowl winner 
Jerome Sally returned 
to Columbia to become 
assistant principal at 
Hickman. 
Much like the !ctional one ring housed in a 
quiet hobbit hole in the Shire, a Super Bowl 
ring resides with a modest family man in 
town. Jerome Sally was a nose tackle for the 
New York Giants when the team played in 
and won the 1987 Super Bowl. Now he is the 
assistant principal at Hickman High School.

Sally, born to a family of 12 kids near 
Chicago, has a proli!c football past. He 
played defense for the Missouri Tigers from 
1978-1981 and went to four consecutive bowl 
games with the team. He was even named 
the Associated Press’ National Lineman of 
the Week in 1981. He then played for the 
New York Giants from 1982 to 1986 before 
moving to the Indianapolis Colts and later 
the Kansas City Chiefs. He played seven 
years of pro ball, which is twice the expected 
length of the average player’s career.

Looking around Sally’s o"ce in 
Hickman, though, you wouldn’t guess he 
was a pro football player. Pictures of his 
wife, Debbie, and his daughters, Micah and 
Reysha, adorn the space. “This is who I am,” 
he says as he sweeps his arm around the 
room. “A family man. The greatest thing that 
de!nes me is my relationship with my family. 
All the football and materialistic things can 
be taken from me.”

Although the Super Bowl and his career 
as a pro football player were just moments 
in time, they certainly de!ned Sally. The 
one football picture is the 25th reunion of 
the Giants team members who went to the 
Super Bowl in 1987. “Those are some bad 
dudes,” Sally says a#ectionately. “That game 
was special to the Giants because it was their 
!rst Super Bowl, but that year brought a lot 
of di#erent personalities together to conquer 
and do battle with everybody. No matter 
what happens now, we made history.”

Sally described the Super Bowl as 
“another day at the o"ce” for his team, 
which had a calm determination to win after 
being demolished by the Chicago Bears in 
the championship the previous year. Today, 
Sally never wears his Super Bowl ring unless 
asked. To him it was a glorious moment in 
his life.

As Sally put it, Columbia has been good 
to him and his family. He is passionate about 
his job with his Hickman High kids and says: 
“Somebody took a chance on me, and because 
somebody cared to take a chance on me, I had 
a better life than the neighborhood I grew 
up in. I’d like to give everyone that same 
chance.” +HH

19 20 Irregular menu items 
known only by 
regulars — until now.
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Extra! Extra! Local 
newspaper makes 
headlines! 

Columbia newspaper The Professional 
World was one of the first newspapers 
produced entirely by African-Americans in 
the U.S. It was first published in 1901 and 
can be seen on microfilm at the State 
Historical Society of Missouri. +KE 

Mugs-Up Drive In, 
603 Orange St., is a speedy 
place for a 99-cent Zip 
Burger, washed down with 
an icy root beer. 

The burger joint, tucked neatly in a 
residential area of Columbia, has been 
serving locals burgers since 1955 at 99 
cents a pop. The Zip Burger is served 
with mustard, pickles and onions. Make it 
a Whiz Burger by adding cheese. +LP

Petromart serves 
America’s favorite round 
pastries from Jamolee’s 
Donuts, a donut hole-in-
the-wall in Fulton. 

Holy Jamolee! Jamolee’s is famous 
for friendly faces and fresh donuts for 
early risers. The shop has been a Fulton 
hometown favorite since 1933, and its 
donuts appear in Petromarts across 
Columbia. +LP

Capen Park offers the best 
spot to catch a sunrise. 

The bluffs face directly east, so climb up, 
and enjoy the views. The best place to 
watch the sunset is the Forum entrance 
of the MKT Trail. The nature area creates 
a marshy flatland that looks due west, 
so follow the trails, and get lost at the 
base of the hills. The views are sure to be 
spectacular. +HR

During the Civil War, old MU Academic Hall 
housed Union soldiers who protected the 
university from the approaching Confederate 
States Army. +KE 

25
Lloyd Gaines won a historic Supreme 
Court case and became the first 
African-American to be admitted to 
MU’s School of Law. 
The University of Missouri School of Law said no. Not because of merit 
or skill, but because the applicant was African-American. Lloyd L. Gaines 
took the matter to the Supreme Court and won in 1938. He disappeared 
in March of 1939 at the age of 28 — he was never seen or heard from 
again.

Gaines fought all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court in State of 
Missouri ex rel Gaines v. Canada. His case began to change the face 
of equal education, according to Cynthia Bassett, an electronic service 
librarian with the MU School of Law. Bassett and her associates 
compiled the project The Lloyd L. Gaines Digital Collection. His give-
’em-hell attitude set the precedent for cases such as Brown v. Board of 
Education.   

Getting an education did not come easily for Gaines. He was born as 
one of seven children to a poor family in Mississippi. With tight finances, 
it was hard enough to put one member through school.   

He would go on to become a star student at Lincoln University in 
Jefferson City before he applied to MU’s School of Law.  

There are many theories about what happened to Gaines, but 
Bassett doesn’t think he would just disappear. 

“I don’t think after all of that he would just walk away from them (his 
family), never looking back,” Bassett says. 

The last correspondence with his family can be found in the MU Law 
Libraries digital project. Gaines wrote to his mother on March 3, 1939:

“Dear Mother, I have come to Chicago hoping to find it possible to 
make my own way.”

He disappeared 16 days later on March 19. +KQ
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The Red Hot 
Chili Peppers 
played at 
The Blue Note 
in 1988. 
The Red Hot Chili Peppers 
are in good company. Before 
reaching their current fame, 
RHCP sold out a show at 
The Blue Note in of fall of 
1988. Alongside R.E.M. 
and Weezer, they’re part 
of a long list of performers 
who have appeared at 
everybody’s favorite venue 
that has a reputation for 
booking artists just before 
they become huge. 

The band stopped in 
Columbia as part of its Turd Town Tour, which was the !rst after the death of the original 
guitarist Hillel Slovak. Slovak overdosed on heroin in June of that year, and the band had 
spent months looking for someone to replace him. The show at The Blue Note was one of the 
!rst for John Frusciante, the band’s guitarist until 2009.

Richard King, The Blue Note owner who promoted the show, says he spent most of the 
night discussing Slovak and the band’s recovery with Lindy Goetz, the band’s manager at the 
time. Goetz told King his story of !nding Slovak in his apartment after he had been missing 
for three or four days. Goetz also had to inform the rest of the band about the death.

Although the show was colored by the tragic loss of the 26-year-old guitarist, it still 
ranks on King’s list of the best shows he has attended. And in his line of work, he’s been to a 
plethora of shows. The Red Hot Chili Peppers played at the old location on Business Loop 70 
East, currently occupied by Club Vogue. (The Blue Note moved to its downtown spot in the 
early ’90s).

A distinct memory for King from the night 25 years ago was the band’s grand entrance. 
One of its trademarks at the time was its “socks” routine. The band played the show 
completely naked except for socks — worn not where socks usually belong. The Red Hot 
Chili Peppers had released a new album just a year before, so the band played primarily songs 
from Uplift Mofo Party Plan, King says. Some of the popular titles from the album include 
“Fight Like A Brave,” “Me And My Friends” and “Behind The Sun.”

“The show scared the hell out of me in terms of safety,” King says. “The crowd was 
bunched up against the stage, and there was no barricade. It was a typical show in the sense 
that the band got on stage, the place went crazy for 90 minutes, and then it was over.” More 

than 500 people attended, but no one 
got hurt or arrested, which should be 
a point of pride for The Blue Note’s 
security. The Red Hot Chili Peppers 
are infamously wild, as are their fans.

After the show was over, Flea, the 
band’s bassist who has been with the 
Peppers since its beginning, drew a 
pepper on a piece of ceiling tile from 
the dressing room. He then signed it 
and pulled it down to give to King as 
a memento of their visit. The musical 
artifact is framed and resides in The 
Blue Note’s o"ce for sta# eyes only.
“In a lot of ways, it was business as 
usual,” King says. “It was right before 
everything exploded for them, and they 
weren’t demanding at all. They were 
just happy to be back on tour.” +MH
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The catacombs under Artlandish used to 
house an underground music scene. Bands 
and local artists congregated there and 
enjoyed live music beneath Walnut Street. 
The space now houses the works of various 
artists in the North Village Arts District. +KE 

Columbia’s florists will keep your dirty 
little secrets.

A $orist can be a man’s or woman’s best friend. A $orist also won’t 
expose your secrets — even the deepest, darkest ones.

While working at a St. Louis $ower shop, $orist Darla Manley 
was subpoenaed to appear in divorce court. Why did they need her 
testimony? An unfaithful husband bought $owers for his lover on a 
credit card he shared with his wife. 

But if you got caught cheating on your spouse, it’s probably not 
your $orist’s fault. When it comes to the job, ruining someone else’s 
marriage is not in the description. A fair amount of juicy messages 
have hit the arranging table says Tina Bradley, a $orist at Allen’s 
Flowers. She has also seen a few “guess who” signatures from people 
who are positive the receivers will understand their secret and 
sometimes salacious message. 

No matter what your cause for sending, Allen’s Flowers has 
an unwritten rule that your order is con!dential, and it will follow 
instructions. So maybe the biggest secret of all is that your secrets 
are safe with your $orist. +SH

What’s the best-kept secret yet? Our inside scoop doesn’t stop with these pages. For more eats, cheats 
and deets, check out voxmagazine.com/littleknownsecrets for more than 80 CoMo confidentials.
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